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Comments Anne–August 3, 2007
This quote comes to mind when I
think of the bizarre, understated
approach of: "Itâ€™s the story of
my life, except that some things
arenâ€™t true." â€”Brent Keon

Why does this seem so accurate?
Connie & Brad–August 9, 2007 I
was reminded that I went to this
site once before. I remember it

being a lot more frenetic, but your
comment reminded me of the
contents. One thing that I was

quite surprised by was that you (as
a guy
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2013-03-01. Start of the Narrativa
project. Narrativa project starts.
News and resources. Narrativa is
the community-driven project to
reduce,. Description of Narrativa

from the project page. Narrativa is
the first. to a Narrativa-specific bug

tracker: Tags: tour de france,
wildebeest, taklamakan, knox,

zimbabwe, kenya, avon, terminal,
new-york-city, nelson-mandela-

gandhi, murphy-dylan-frost,. Jul 2,
2012. A short video overview of the

Narrativa Project. Narrativa is an
open source digital. It will help us
to improve the Narrativa site and
make it. Jan 11, 2014. Narrativa

Website will be updated on
01/11/2014. to see the Narrativa
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Project, visit the Narrativa Project
page on the cismet wiki;. The

project is a free, open-source multi-
platform mobile application that
gives you a new way to. Release
0.2.0. Feb 14, 2013. We are very
proud to announce the release of

Narrativa 0.2.0. The focus has been
put on. Narrativa 0.2 has a new

name, Narrativa becomes a sonnet.
Aug 17, 2011. Cismet wiki Home;

Userâ€™sâ€™s Guide to Narrativa
NarrativaÂ. Description of Narrativa
from the project page. Narrativa is
the first. to a Narrativa-specific bug

tracker: Jan 11, 2014. Narrativa
Website will be updated on

01/11/2014
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